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I. Introduction

The project entitled as Brute Force Attack On Open Functionality Secured is to design and develop the application package for well secured dynamic application. A common threat web developer’s face is a password-guessing attack known as a brute force attack. A brute-force attack is an attempt to discover a password by systematically trying every possible combination of letters, numbers, and symbols until you discover the one correct combination that works.

In the world of Cyber crimes, brute force attack is an activity which involves repetitive successive attempts of trying various password combinations to break into any website. This attempt is carried out vigorously by the hackers who also make use of bots they have installed maliciously in other computers to boost the computing power required to run such type of attacks. Usually, every common ID (for e.g. “admin”) has a password. All you need to do is try to guess the password. Let’s say if it’s a 2-digit-pin, you have 10 numeric digits from 0 to 9. This means there are 100 possibilities. You can figure this out with pen and paper like Mr. Bean who tried to find correct last two digits of the phone number of the lost kid’s father in the movie, Mr. Bean’s Holiday.

But, the truth is that no password in the world consists of only 2 characters. Even, the pin numbers (a sort of password) used on mobile phones or in a bank consist of minimum 4 characters. And, on the internet, 8 is generally the standard number for shortest length of a password. Furthermore, complexity is added as alphabets are added within a password to make it more secure. By the way, alphabets can be used in both upper and lower cases, thus making a password case sensitive.

Behind brute force attack, hacker’s motive is to gain illegal access to a targeted website and utilize it in either executing another kind of attack or stealing valuable data or simply shut it down. It is also possible that the attacker infect the targeted site with malicious scripts for long term objectives without even touching a single thing and leaving no trace behind.

In my survey provides solutions by using some components mainly Administration Management and User Management. Access can be restricted to only those manipulates and perspectives that Administrator.

The main objective of this is to secure enforce by using IP Address tracking, webcam capturing, password authentication, using bio metric sensors, Mobile phone SMS,ID and password security, Fingerprint based security system.

If any one try to make any trouble the data will be locked and a message will send to administrators and particular computer’s users e-mail address and cell phone too. The software is connected with the employs track record and to service history.

II. Related Works

• Performance testing
• Latest fingerprint security system with eye detection
• IP address tracker
• Administration progress
• User progress
• Locking accounts
• Hacker list
• Results and discussion
III. Performance Testing

Fingerprint recognition is a popular security feature in the newer generation of smartphones and is a well-known biometric technology. Since Microsoft introducing iris recognition feature in its smartphones, there were comparisons between these two biometric traits. We will be discussing both these biometric technologies, their capabilities and security features.

Iris and fingerprint recognition both have higher accuracy, reliability and simplicity as compared to other biometric traits. These attributes make iris and fingerprint recognition perform better and a particularly promising security solution in today’s society. The process starts by capturing the images of iris and fingerprint which are then pre-processed to remove any noise effects. The distinguishing features are then extracted and matched to find similarity between both the feature sets. The matching scores that are generated from the individual recognizers are given to the decision module which decides if a person is genuine or an impostor.

Why do Performance Testing?

Performance Testing is done to provide stakeholders with information about their application regarding speed, stability and scalability. More importantly, Performance Testing uncovers what needs to be improved before the product goes to market. Without Performance Testing, software is likely to suffer from issues such as: running slow while several users use it simultaneously, inconsistencies across different operating systems and poor usability. Performance testing will determine whether or not their software meets speed, scalability and stability requirements under expected workloads. Applications sent to market with poor performance metrics due to non existent or poor performance testing are likely to gain a bad reputation and fail to meet expected sales goals. Also, mission critical applications like space launch programs or life saving medical equipments should be performance tested to ensure that they run for a long period of time without deviations.

Types of Performance Testing

- **Load testing** - checks the application's ability to perform under anticipated user loads. The objective is to identify performance bottlenecks before the software application goes live.
- **Stress testing** - involves testing an application under extreme workloads to see how it handles high traffic or data processing. The objective is to identify breaking point of an application.
- **Endurance testing** - is done to make sure the software can handle the expected load over a long period of time.
- **Spike testing** - tests the software's reaction to sudden large spikes in the load generated by users.
- **Volume testing** - Under Volume Testing large no. of Data is populated in database and the overall software system's behavior is monitored. The objective is to check software application's performance under varying database volumes.
- **Scalability testing** - The objective of scalability testing is to determine the software application's effectiveness in "scaling up" to support an increase in user load. It helps plan capacity addition to your software system.

Common Performance Problems

Most performance problems revolve around speed, response time, load time and poor scalability. Speed is often one of the most important attributes of an application. A slow running application will lose potential users. Performance testing is done to make sure an app runs fast enough to keep a user's attention and interest. Take a look at the following list of common performance problems and notice how speed is a common factor in many of them:

- **Long Load time** - Load time is normally the initial time it takes an application to start. This should generally be kept to a minimum. While some applications are impossible to make load in under a minute, Load time should be kept under a few seconds if possible.
- **Poor response time** - Response time is the time it takes from when a user inputs data into the application until the application outputs a response to that input. Generally this should be very quick. Again if a user has to wait too long, they lose interest.
- **Poor scalability** - A software product suffers from poor scalability when it cannot handle the expected number of users or when it does not accommodate a wide enough range of users. `Load Testing` should be done to be certain the application can handle the anticipated number of users.
- **Bottlenecking** - Bottlenecks are obstructions in system which degrade overall system performance. Bottlenecking is when either coding errors or hardware issues cause a decrease of throughput under certain loads. Bottlenecking is often caused by one faulty section of code. The key to fixing a bottlenecking issue is to find the section of code that is causing the slow down and try to fix it there. Bottle necking is generally fixed by either fixing poor running processes or adding additional Hardware. Some common performance bottlenecks are
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- CPU utilization
- Memory utilization
- Network utilization
- Operating System limitations
- Disk usage

Performance Testing Process
The methodology adopted for performance testing can vary widely but the objective for performance tests remain the same. It can help demonstrate that your software system meets certain pre-defined performance criteria. Or it can help compare performance of two software systems. It can also help identify parts of your software system which degrade its performance.

Below is a generic performance testing process :-

1. Identify your testing environment - Know your physical test environment, production environment and what testing tools are available. Understand details of the hardware, software and network configurations used during testing before you begin the testing process. It will help testers create more efficient tests. It will also help identify possible challenges that testers may encounter during the performance testing procedures.

2. Identify the performance acceptance criteria - This includes goals and constraints for throughput, response times and resource allocation. It is also necessary to identify project success criteria outside of these goals and constraints. Testers should be empowered to set performance criteria and goals because often the project specifications will not include a wide enough variety of performance benchmarks. Sometimes there may be none at all. When possible finding a similar application to compare to is a good way to set performance goals.

3. Plan & design performance tests - Determine how usage is likely to vary amongst end users and identify key scenarios to test for all possible use cases. It is necessary to simulate a variety of end users, plan performance test data and outline what metrics will be gathered.

4. Configuring the test environment - Prepare the testing environment before execution. Also, arrange tools and other resources.

5. Implement test design - Create the performance tests according to test design.

6. Run the tests - Execute and monitor the tests.

7. Analyze, tune and retest - Consolidate, analyze and share test results. Then fine tune and test again to see if there is an improvement or decrease in performance. Since improvements generally grow smaller with each retest, stop when bottlenecking is caused by the CPU. Then you may have the consider option of increasing CPU power.

IV. Latest Fingerprint Security System With Eye Detection
Fingerprint recognition is a popular security feature in the newer generation of smartphones and is a well-known biometric technology. Since Microsoft introducing iris recognition feature in its smartphones, there were comparisons between these two biometric traits. We will be discussing both these biometric technologies, their capabilities and security features.

Iris and fingerprint recognition both have higher accuracy, reliability and simplicity as compared to other biometric traits. These attributes make iris and fingerprint recognition perform better and a particularly promising security solution in today’s society. The process starts by capturing the images of iris and fingerprint which are then pre-processed to remove any noise effects. The distinguishing features are then extracted and matched to find similarity between both the feature sets. The matching scores that are generated from the individual recognizers are given to the decision module which decides if a person is genuine or an impostor.
EYE DETECTION

The accurate extraction and measurement of eye features is crucial to a variety of domains, including human-computer interaction, biometry, and medical research. This paper presents a fast and accurate method for extracting multiple features around the eyes: the center of the pupil, the iris radius, and the external shape of the eye. These features are extracted using a multistage algorithm. On the first stage the pupil center is localized using a fast circular symmetry detector and the iris radius is computed using radial gradient projections, and on the second stage the external shape of the eye (of the eyelids) is determined through a Monte Carlo sampling framework based on both color and shape information. Extensive experiments performed on a different dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. In addition, this work provides eye annotation data for a publicly-available database.

FINGERPRINT DETECTION

Fingerprints are the most common and often most reliable crime scene evidence. Since no two fingerprints are alike, crime scene investigators can rely on fingerprint impressions to pinpoint suspects of the crime. Since the emergence of fingerprint identification in the 19th century, police age over the world use fingerprint evidence to catch culprits.

A latent fingerprint examiner handles identification processes, inclusive of taking photos of fingerprints or utilizing different methods of latent fingerprint identification in the crime scene and identifying the fingerprints by running them against FBI's Automated Fingerprint Identification System. Part of a latent print examiner's job description is to prepare reports on fingerprint evidence and methods used for identification and analysis. A latent print examiner may be asked to testify in court trials in relation to crime scene evidence procedures.
V. IP Address Tracker

We have to admit one thing, though—it is a little unnerving to realize that someone who has your IP address (or captured it at one time) has a pretty good idea of the region or city you live in. It can feel somewhat intrusive. But keep in mind that it's not as if our names and addresses are listed in some public Internet phone book that's handed out.

In fact, the Internet is very anonymous in many ways. Most of the time, you give away your identity by establishing relationships, business and personal, online. So, if you don't want someone zeroing in on your IP address, make it a habit not to be so quick to give up your name and address online, especially to people or companies you don't know very well.

Finding Feature Information

Your software release may not support all the features documented in this module. For the latest caveats and feature information, see ‘Bug Search Tool’ and the release notes for your platform and software release. To find information about the features documented in this module, and to see a list of the releases in which each feature is supported, see the feature information table at the end of this module.

Use Cisco Feature Navigator to find information about platform support and Cisco software image support. To access Cisco Feature Navigator, go to www.cisco.com/go/cfn. An account on Cisco.com is not required.

RESTRICTIONS FOR IP SOURCE TRACKER

Packets Can Be Dropped for Routers

IP source tracking is designed to track attacks against hosts. Packets can be dropped if the line card or port adapter CPU is overwhelmed. Therefore, when used to track an attack against a router, IP source tracking can drop control packets, such as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) updates.
Engine 0 and 1 Performances Affected on Cisco 12000 Series
There is no performance impact for packets destined to nontracked IP addresses on Engine 2 and Engine 4 line cards because the IP source tracker affects only tracked destinations. Engine 0 and Engine 1 performances are affected because on these engines all packets are switched by the CPU.

VI. Administration Progress
A website coordinator administers a company's website by keeping content and design current. Coordinators who have experience with design software, as well as in marketing, design and communications, are often sought out by employers. Although not a requirement, a degree in web design, communications, or journalism might be useful when seeking employment.

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION :-
A website coordinator, sometimes called a website administrator or a webmaster, works to maintain a cohesive design for a company's website and increase its online marketing presence. Successful coordinators need a thorough knowledge of website design practices and should keep up with trends in marketing, including social networking strategies. Employers often look for someone with experience in marketing, design or communications, and the candidates must be proficient in using design software. While not always required, an undergraduate degree in journalism, Web design or communication can be useful.

JOB DESCRIPTION :-
A website coordinator works as an administrator to a company's websites, managing content, maintaining Web design and answering consultation questions. Most work 40-hour work weeks during regular business hours, though some hold contract positions and make their own hours. Good attention to detail, creativity and knowledge of information technology are all highly sought-after qualities in a website coordinator.

JOB DUTIES :-
A website coordinator is in charge of publishing content, maintaining continuity of themes, designing layout, streamlining navigation and increasing online presence to potential customers. They must have knowledge of search engine analytics to maximize traffic to websites. Website coordinators should be familiar with publishing and design software in order to maintain client websites. They must also have strong communication skills and an up-to-date awareness of marketing techniques.

JOB REQUIREMENTS :-
To qualify for most positions, those interested in becoming website coordinators need to gain experience in marketing, communications and design. Though not required, an associate's or bachelor's degree in a related field, such as journalism, Web design or communications, can help increase employability and provide a solid background in technical skills. Courses could include communication studies, psychology, computer programming and sociology.

Salary information and advancement opportunities :- Most website coordinators can advance with experience to a more managerial position, depending on their employer. For example, a website coordinator can advance to an editorial position in which they manage other Web coordinators. According to PayScale.com, the national median salary of a website coordinator as of 2016 was $52,791. Those interested in the technical side of websites might pursue additional education in software design and database management in order to become Web developers. Website coordinators update and publish content on a company's website, making sure to always adhere to that site's style and theme. Increasing traffic is another important responsibility in this position, so website coordinators need to have a solid grasp of search engine analytics. Postsecondary education in a similar field may be required by some employers.
VII. User Progress

CYBER SECURITY IS CHANGING THE WEB DESIGN INDUSTRY:-

The industry of web design, I think of the many talented people responsible for populating the internet with information over the past couple of decades. But our job is never done! From continual refinement of responsive design, to developing content worthy of Google’s latest search strategy; our jobs as designers and web managers is an ever-evolving landscape. In today’s market it is essential to stay current with technology and the threats targeting those we serve and those who search online. Without constant awareness and action by our peers in technology, cybercriminals will continue to challenge our time, patience, and livelihood.

WEBSITES HAVE BECOME KEY POINT OF ATTACK FOR CYBERCRIMINALS:-

While many believe that email phishing is a key entry point for most cyber criminals, it has become apparent that they are often using an unsuspecting website to hide their activity of malware designed collect valid emails and launch other criminal schemes. While some argue that nothing is hack-proof; content management systems built on open-source code have enabled the unsecure environment we now reside. It goes without saying that sharing code saves time; but is it worth the longer-term cost?

Let’s explore the leading CMS platform, WordPress. It is an easy-to-use interface making it popular among novice developers and DIY professionals, but it is often a prime target of hackers who specifically build robotic scripts designed to quickly search through the openly published source files looking for vulnerabilities. Technical web designers (those who know how to customize the code and apply advanced security settings) understand that keeping current on updates and effectively managing a recovery plan for the sites you have created has become a time-consuming task and one that is raising the overall cost of website management. However, the millions without some technical skillset, have likely already become an unsuspecting victim to one of the many ongoing threats facing the WordPress community.

A prime example of how open-source code created a breeding ground for a cyberattack happened in early 2017 when one of 20 hacking groups launched a digital turf war on WordPress by discovering a flaw found in their REST API script. A wide-spread attack impacted roughly 1.5 million pages of WordPress sites1 across 39,000 unique domains in a matter of days as reported by security plugin developers WordFence and Sucuri. Keep in mind that only 1.5 million of the 24 billion pages running WordPress2 are protected by these firewall applications.
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INSURANCE COMPANIES ARE LOOKING AT WHO TO BLAME FOR THE INCREASE IN COMMERCIAL CLAIMS

From the outside looking in, the internet landscape is under attack, but who is to blame? This is a question many insurance companies are beginning to ask as their costs to cover cyber-attacks on commercial policies continue to rise.

Looking at a big picture, here are some general facts to consider…

- According to the Small Business Administration, there are approximately 28 million small businesses in America which account for approximately 54% of all sales in the country.  
- In a 2017 report by Kaspersky Lab, the average cost for a data breach against a small and medium-sized business in North America was $117,000.  
- An article published in 2017 by INC Magazine, referenced a presentation made at the NASDAQ by Michael Kaiser, the Executive Director of the National Cyber Security Alliance, who stressed concerns about the attack on Small Business and that such attacks are expected to continually rise because of their (the small business professional’s) lack of awareness of the pending risks.  
- A 2016 study performed by Ponemon Institute LLC and Keeper Security revealed that the number one type of cyber attack targeting small and medium sized businesses was through a web-based attack with the web server being the most vulnerable entry point.  
- That same study by Ponemon Institute cited “negligent employees or contractors” as the root cause of the data breach.

When the Insurance companies follow the facts, who do you think they will turn to recover their loss?

- Will it be the random person who pointed out their vulnerability by successfully holding their web presence ransom? – likely not. That person is too difficult for them to track.
- Will they blame the contractor who their customer hired to create their website? – Yes!

VIII. Locking Accounts

- Should user account be locked after ‘three’ times of failed logins.
- Account lockout policy
- Sidebar: Using CAPTCHAS
- Strong passwords

The most obvious way to block brute-force attacks is to simply lock out accounts after a defined number of incorrect password attempts. Account lockouts can last a specific duration, such as one hour, or the accounts could remain locked until manually unlocked by an administrator. However, account lockout is not always the best solution, because someone could easily abuse the security measure and lock out hundreds of user accounts. In fact, some Web sites experience so many attacks that they are unable to enforce a lockout policy because they would constantly be unlocking customer accounts.

The problems with account lockouts are:

- An attacker can cause a denial of service (DoS) by locking out large numbers of accounts. Because you cannot lock out an account that does not exist, only valid account names will lock. An attacker could use this fact to harvest usernames from the site, depending on the error responses. An attacker can cause a diversion by locking out many accounts and flooding the help desk with support calls.
- An attacker can continuously lock out the same account, even seconds after an administrator unlocks it, effectively disabling the account. Account lockout is ineffective against slow attacks that try only a few passwords every hour. Account lockout is ineffective against attacks that try one password against a large list of usernames. Account lockout is ineffective if the attacker is using a username/password combo list and guesses correctly on the first couple of attempts.
- Powerful accounts such as administrator accounts often bypass lockout policy, but these are the most desirable accounts to attack. Some systems lock out administrator accounts only on network-based logins.
- Even once you lock out an account, the attack may continue, consuming valuable human and computer resources. Account lockout is sometimes effective, but only in controlled environments or in cases where the risk is so great that even continuous DoS attacks are preferable to account compromise. In most cases, however, account lockout is insufficient for stopping brute-force attacks. Consider, for example, an auction site on which several bidders are fighting over the same item. If the auction Web site enforced account lockouts, one bidder could simply lock the others’ accounts in the last minute of the auction, preventing them from submitting any winning bids. An attacker could use the same technique to block critical financial transactions or e-mail communications.
IX. Hacker List

- List will send with time and date
- To administrators mail
- To individual system users

If anecdote of exploiter is being hacked with the purpose of possibilities searching the password by the plodder, when the exploiter login the hacker list displays the detail about the plodder with IP address. The hacker list sends to the exploiter mail. The hacker list visible the IP address with hacking time.

The software will send automatically the hackers list with IP address, date and time to administrators e-mail and also to his/her mobile number.

Also the software will send automatically the hackers list with IP address, date and time to individual user’s e-mail and also to his/her mobile number.

Administrator owns the overall determination of controls, setting of major objectives, and the identification of general purposes, guidance, leadership & control of the efforts of the groups towards some common goals. Admin also have the rights to restricts the users and give the access justices to the user to register their details. In this module, include the user registration details. The username and mail id is already available or not checking this process. The user only accesses the mail within the organization. The hackers hacking company details that time will send the mail to your id and password is hacking.

X. Results And Discussion

A brute force attack is a trial-and-error method used to decode sensitive data. The most common applications for brute force attacks are cracking passwords and cracking encryption keys (keep reading to learn more about encryption keys). Other common targets for brute force attacks are API keys and SSH logins. What differentiates brute force attacks from other cracking methods is that brute force attacks don’t employ an intellectual strategy, they simply try using different combinations of characters until the correct combination is found. This is kind of like a thief trying to break into a combo safe by attempting every possible combination of numbers until the safe opens. The biggest advantages of brute force attacks is that they are relatively simple to perform and, given enough time, they always work. Every password-based system and encryption key out there can be cracked using a brute force attack. In fact the amount of time it takes to brute force into a system is a useful metric for gauging that system’s level of security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password Authentication Delay: C#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>private void AuthenticateRequest(object obj, EventArgs ea)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpApplication objApp = (HttpApplication) obj;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HttpContext objContext = (HttpContext) objApp.Context;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// If user identity is not blank, pause for a random amount of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( objApp.User.Identity.Name != &quot;&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random rand = new Random();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread.Sleep(rand.Next(minSeconds, maxSeconds) * 1000);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password Authentication Delay: VB.NET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Sub AuthenticateRequest(ByVal obj As Object, ByVal ea As System.EventArgs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim objApp As HttpApplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim objContext As HttpContext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dim ran As Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objApp = obj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objContext = objApp.Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>' If user identity is not blank, pause for a random amount of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If objApp.User.Identity.Name &lt;&gt; &quot;&quot; Then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ran = New Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread.Sleep(ran.Next(ran.Next(minSeconds, maxSeconds) * 1000))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End If</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Sub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the other hand, brute force attacks are very slow, as they may have to run through every possible combination of characters before achieving their goal. This sluggishness is compounded as the number of characters in the target string increases (a string is just a combination of characters). For example, a four-character password takes significantly longer to brute force than a three-character password, and a five-character password takes significantly longer than a four-character password. Once character count is beyond a certain point, brute forcing a properly randomized password becomes unrealistic.
XI. Conclusion

My software is very reliable and useful to all web developers and web developing companies. It is easy to install. Administrator can control all over the computers in one hand. Hackers list with IP address, time and date will be send to admins e-mail. If any one try to hack any user computer thrice, individual computer will be locked. Then it will unlocked by only using admin system.
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